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No evidence has been presented in this proceeding that the CAISO markets have been 
unsuccessful or are not viable without DR. More demand response may improve the efficiency 
of the CAISO energy market, but that issue should be explored in Pha nd not prejudged at 
this time in the absence of relevant evidence. For those reason'. , I ■ &E submits th I ' "f 1 
and COL 7 of tt hould be changed as follows:

FOF 12: More demand response must be bid into the CAISO markets to make it 
successful.

n Phase III of this proceeding whether 
be bid into the CAISO markets to improve market' *ore demand response

effi ci en c v»ak#4t-s«ee#s&fe1-.

. reasonable to continue to analyze, in Phase III of this proceeding, the issue 
of how much demand response should be bid into the CAISOs market to ensure viability 
of the market.

3 reasonable to continue to analyze, in Phase III of this proceeding, 
■ demand response sfe&rrid-be-bMdfrtecould improve efficiency in 
-©»s«Few4abi w ,, -the-market.market

Ordering Paragraph 3 defines Supply Resources “as resources that can be scheduled and 
dispatched into the California Independent System Operators energy markets, when and where 
needed.” Ordering Paragraph 4 then defines a number of programs as supply resources. 
However, the rest of tb clear that the programs listed as “Supply Resources” are currently
not able to be scheduled and dispatched in CAISO markets. As a result, it is premature to 
classify these as “Supply Resources.” Tf hould be modified to state either: (1) that the 
CPUC’s vision of the future is tha *ograms should ultimately be classified as in the table;
and/or, (2) that the Commission will consider whether the programs preliminarily classified in 
the table as “Supply Resources” are appropriately classified in light of their ability to meet 
CAISO integration cost concei id page 8), resource adequacy valuation (FOF 16,17
and page 10), and other concerns such as the use local distribution reliability (see PD,

: '
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at p. 20). For these reasons. SDG&E submits that Ordering Paragraphs 3 and 4 should be 
changed as follows:

rce are defined as resources that can be scheduled 
pendent System Operators energy markets, when

are defined as resources that can be

CA1SO markets 
eyed to meet

Current demand response programs are bifurcated as such:

Programs that 
Modifiers

at are Supply
I? pcniiiTpe

Pricing (CPP) 
ffOU) Rates 
)ad Shifting (PLS) 
icing (RTP), and 
abate (PTR)

vlP)

(API),
and
Base Interruptible I

e
s to

demand response programs as n
)ility
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Permanent I.oad Shifting (PLS)
Real Time Prici; and
Peak Time Rebate (PTR)

Interruptible Progra
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San Diego Gas & Electric Company (“5DG&E”) respectfully submits the following

comments on the Proposed Decision Addressing Foundational Issue of Tl 'cation of

Demand Response Programs, issu ■! i aiary 21,2014 (“PD”). , l &E appreciates the

initiative taken by the PD to advance the discussion and ultimate implementation of a bifurcated

Demand Response t \ •! mnarket. However, th 11 lould be revised to avoid prejudging the

outcome of several issues that should be determined on the basis of thorough analysis.

riONi. i

As is discussed herein, the cusses a number of issues that will need to be resolved

in order to impleme as a Supply Resource, including their ability to meet CAISO

integration cost concerns (EOF 13 and page 8), resource adequacy valuati id

page 10), and other concerns such as the use local distribution reliability (see PD, at p.

20). Wh , I ■ j&E proposes revisions to the definitions that would be adopted under tl 1

th Iso appropriately seeks to adopt new terms and definitions for Supply Resources and

Load Modifying Resources based on the comments that have been submitted herein. However,

th /ould also go beyond merely adopting definitions for the terms Supply Resource and

Load Modifying Resource, and classic programs as one or the other. SDG&E submits that
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th I 11 hould be revised in several respects to avoid prejudging whicl l I- rograrns will be

classified as Supply Resources until the important issues identified in the PD are addressed in

this and the Commission’s Resourc

... 1 BE I I
I

‘More demand response must be bid into1

the CAISO markets to make it successful,” (! nilarly Conclusion of Law 7

would have the Commission conclude that, “[i]t is reasonable to continue to analyze, in Phase 111

of this proceeding, the issue of how much demand response should be bid into the CAISOs

market to ensure viability of the market.” However, no evidence has been presented in this

proceeding that the CAISO markets have been unsuccessful or are not viable without DR,

Moreover, the overall goal of the Commission should be to “to improve the efficiency of demand

response and increase the use of all demand response programs.” (See PD, at p. 2.) SDG&E

agrees that more demand response being bid into the CAISO energy market may improve its

efficiency, but submits that this issue should be explored in Phase 111 and not prejudged at this

time in the absence of relevant evidence.

• CLASS 11 iMANDIII.

In the Joint Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law Judge Ruling, issued

November 13, 2013, parties were advised that:

In looking at the purpose of this proceeding, to determine whether and how to bifurcate
current demand response programs in order to prioritize demand response as a utility- 
procured resource, the Commission must first determine what is meant by bifurcation and 
whether there are reasons not to bifurcate. Parties recommended delving into other issues 
such as building a robust demand response market; determining what is needed to 
increase participation i,e., increasing the use of enabling technologies; and providing 
guidance for future program cycle tnote omitted.]
While we do not dismiss the items suggested by the parties, the foremost issue in this
rulemaking is whether the Commission can and should bifurcate. In addition, we will
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Killing, issued November 13, 2013, at p. 9.)

In Attachment 1 to the Joint Ruling, parties were asked to respond to a number of

questions. None of these requested specific categorization of DR programs as Supply or I.oad

Modifying Resources, nor were parties asked to comment on the extent to which any of the

existi programs, if classified as Supply Resources, would be able to be cost effectively

integrated into the CAISO market, be able to create resource adequacy value, and meet local

distribution reliability needs.

Nevertheless, Ordering Paragraph 3 would define Supply Resources “as resources that

can be scheduled and dispatched into the California Independent System Operators energy

markets, when and where needed.” Ordering Paragraph 4 then defines a number of programs as

supply resources, without the benefit of this kind of analysis.

The need for additional analysis of the ability of existin rograms to be classified

and serve effectively and cost-effectively as Supply Resources is apparent from the discussion

set forth throughout the rest of the PD, which make it clear that the programs that would be

classified as “Supply Resources” are currently not able to be scheduled and dispatched in CAISO

markets. As a resul &E submits that it is premature to classify these as “Supply

Resources.”

For the forgoing reasons, the PD should be modified to state that the Commission will

consider whether the programs preliminarily classified in the table as “Supply Resources” are

appropriately classified in light of their ability to meet CAISO integration cost concerns (FOP 13

and page 8), resource adequacy valuation rid page 10), and other concerns such as

the u: A ■! >r local distribution reliab : I I ■ at p. 2.0).
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IV. M

For the reasons set forth above. SDCi&H respectfully requests that the revised to

avoid unnecessarily prejudging the important issues that must be addressed in this proceeding

and the RA proceeding.

at San Diego. California, on this 13th day of March, 2.013.

Respectfu 11 y subm itted,

By:__ /s

ECTRIC COMPANY

ties.com

:
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FOF 12: More demand response must be bid into the CAISO markets to make it 
successful.

be bid into the CAISO markets to.. ore demand response
efficiencymake it successful.

7

. reasonable to continue to analyze, in Phase III of this proceeding, the issue 
of how much demand response should be bid into the CAISOs market to ensure viability 
of the market.

I is on able to cot
demand response

market
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